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ABSTRACT
This paper proposes a new shadow interface system that
provides tactile feedback from a user’s shadow to physical
body. When users obstruct the projected image by their
bodies, wearable photoreactive tactile displays receive the
light information; they decode it and transmit tactile sensation. The proposed system does not require complex sensing, complicated settings and communication systems; it can
perform high speed tactile feedback with the information directly received from the projected light. Perspective projection of the projected image and occluding objects that generate shadows is preserved in principle; all the users have
to do is obstructing the projected light. In this paper, we
present the concept, the first prototype of the system, and
basic evaluations. The system can easily serve as a human
interaction system with touch sensitive shadow, and it has
potential applications in the areas of interactive entertainment and user interfaces.

CCS Concepts
•Human-centered computing → Mixed / augmented
reality; Activity centered design;
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1. INTRODUCTION
Shadow has gained attention as a flexible and practical
human-computer interface since the mid-1970s [1]. Many
studies have utilized shadows for innovative user interface
and entertainment applications [2, 3]. Unlike other artificial
interfaces such as laser pointers or mice, a shadow interface
is a very natural extension of the human body [4]. The
shadow interface is easily deformable, has no latency, and
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Figure 1: Overview of the proposed Sensible Shadow
system
allows users to intuitively change its size by adjusting the
user’s distance from the light source.
However, existing interactions are focused on the visual
appearance of shadows, and, to our knowledge, no tactile
sensation has been involved. Nevertheless, the sense of touch
often greatly improves the usability, particularly when an
interface is the extension of human bodies. Suppose that
a user tries to let the shadow pick an item up. Providing
tactile feedback in addition to visible feedback would allow
the user to pick it up more smoothly, rapidly, and accurately.
Therefore, this paper proposes a new shadow interface
system named Sensible Shadow, that enables touch sensitive
shadow interface to provide tactile feedback to the physical body. When users obstruct the projected image by
their body, wearable photoreactive tactile displays receive
the light information in the projected image; they decode
it and transmit tactile sensation immediately. We realize
this system using the pixel-level visible light communication
(PVLC) [5] principle. We developed a new reconfigurable
PVLC (RPVLC) projector that is based on an RPVLC framework [6]. The RPVLC projector can dynamically project
two types of information: visible images for humans and invisible information for photoreactive tactile displays in the
same location at the same time.
The system does not require calibration devices such as
cameras to track tactile displays. It can send tactile feedback
immediately, and positional deviation between shadows that
reflect an actual human body and device positions on the
body does not occur in the principle of the PVLC. This
paper presents the concept, a first prototype, its evaluation,
and an application in entertainment. Our system allows
users to control the shadow interface as if it is a part of
their bodies.
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Figure 3: Binary frames composition in a sequence
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2. SENSIBLE SHADOW
2.1 RPVLC Projector
We utilize the PVLC method for embedding tactile information into visual content. The PVLC is a data communication method for superimposing data patterns of pixels with
human-imperceptible high speed flicker using a high-speed
DLP projector. When two inverted patterns are displayed
alternately at a high frequency, human eyes see only a flat
gray image because of a perception characteristic of vision.
Although human eyes cannot distinguish each high speed
flicker, a photoreceiver can be designed to detect them as
different signals through careful design to maintain luminance.
To realize the PVLC principle, a programmable DLP projector that can customize the time-modulation patterns of
the projected image is needed. Previous PVLC systems
were developed on a typical development kit (V-module,
ViALUX Inc.) with DLP digital micromirror systems. However, the data communication speed between the PC and the
DLP projector in the development kit is not enough; hence
streaming video to the DLP projector in real time is difficult. To address this limitation, we have developed a new
RPVLC framework [6]. It can update both visual content
and invisible data in real time through the original RPVLC
core and the original HDMI interface expansion board.
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Figure 2: Hardware Structure of Sensible Shadow
Related Work
To realize a tactile feedback system, it
is possible to combine an image sensor (such as an RGB or
a depth camera) with a tactile display; however, there are
two problems in such an approach. First, camera calibration
to obtain the position of the lighting device in the camera’s
coordinate system is required, since the sensing and displaying devices are separated. Second, independent feedback
signals via wireless or wired networks are often required to
communicate with tactile displays, leading to a long feedback latency and requiring a complex process for position
sensing.
In the context of tactile display systems with projected
light, several approaches are proposed [7, 8]. These methods
control the vibration by using the difference in brightness of
a projected image; therefore, they cannot overlay image and
control information at the same time. SenseableRays [9] uses
fast photoreactive tactile displays and a high-speed DLP
projector, and embeds structured light information in projected images; however, due to slow data transmission from
the computer to the projector, only static image projection
is available. The proposed method can project dynamically
updated images and information with fast tactile feedback
by using a fast interface board and control software between
the computer and the projector.
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Figure 4: A time series detail of the sequence (a)
without coordinates data; (b) with coordinates data
Based on the RPVLC framework [6], we developed a new
dynamically reconfigurable PVLC projector for Sensible Shadow.
Fig. 2 shows the hardware structure of the proposed shadow
interface system. It comprises a PC, an HDMI interface
board, an RPVLC core, and a full-color light source. The
PC combines visible images and invisible images, and encodes them into a 24-bit color image for the HDMI 1.0 interface. The image is sent to the RPVLC core via the HDMI
interface board which includes an HDMI decode chip. The
RPVLC core decodes the 24 bit color image into binary images for DMD controller. The spatial resolution of the DLP
projector is XGA (1024 × 768), and the spatial resolution
of the PC is SXGA (1280 × 1024). Thus one video frame in
HDMI can contain 40 binary frames as given by the equation
Nbf = 24 × 1280×1024
= 40, and we call Nbf as the binary
1024×768
frame unit in this paper.
Binary frame composition
Fig. 3 shows the binaryframe unit composition in projection images. The frames
comprise three blocks: synchronization, data, and luminance
adjustment. The synchronization block is used for identifying the start of the data sequence. The data block is used
to configure the information of position oriented data such
as coordinate values or control signals. The block for luminance adjustment maintains the time ratio of on-and-off
periods for the luminance of each pixel. These binary frames
are composed by visual image signals and inverted signals
of synchronization and data blocks.
Fig. 4 (a) and (b) show the time series detail of the se-
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Figure 5: (a) Photoreactive tactile display device
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quence. The sequence in Fig. 4 (a) is a variation that does
not contain x and y coordinate data of the image and that
in Fig. 4 (b) contains coordinate data. As the synchronization block is composed by same signals in entire screen, we
send the synchronization signals not by switching DMD but
by flickering the LED light source of the projector. Only
one binary frame is needed as the synchronization block in
this method as LED flickering is much faster than DMD
switching.
We configure two types of the data block, one contains
the data for tactile displaying and x and y coordinates data
of images, and the other contains only the data for tactile
displaying. The system can transmit position oriented tactile sensation without coordinate data as the embedded data
can be changed in each pixel; however the system can reflect
the the position of a shadow to visual images by sending the
information of coordinate data. To express the coordinates,
we assign 10 bits for horizontal (x) and 10 for vertical (y)
coordinates, as the resolution of the projector is XGA (1024
× 768). We set the data length for tactile sensation in the
data block to 3 bits. This data length is based on the number of tactile afferents on glabrous skin. There are mainly
three types of tactile afferents: slowly adapting (SA)-I, fast
adapting (FA)-I, and FA-II [10].
The luminance adjustment block comprises the inverted
signals of the data block and the color gradation expression
of visual image. The number of frames of the luminance
adjustment block has to be adjusted to the number of frame
units. As the number of frame unit is 40 in this case, when
we embed coordinate data in the data block, we cannot configure the structure of binary frame unit; therefore, we separated the data and its inverted signals into four binary frame
units; x coordinate and tactile control data, its inverted signals, y coordinate and tactile sensation control data, and its
inverted signals, so as to achieve embedding data and visual
image expression.

2.2 Photoreactive tactile display
The requirement of a photoreactive device in Sensible Shadow
is threefold: (1) To receive a sequence of high–frequency (up
to 32 kHz) light pulse from the DLP projector, (2) To analyze signal and acquire their control data or positions from
the sequence, (3) To transmit tactile sensation to users immediately for ensuring the synchronization of visual shadow
and tactile feedback. We developed a device to meet this requirement, the appearance of wearing the device are shown
in Fig. 5 (a). Our photoreactive device comprises two components: one is the wearable receiver and vibration unit,
and the other is the controller circuit unit.
Receiver unit

We developed a new receiver circuit us-

ing a photodiode (S6775, Hamamatsu Photonics) instead of
a phototransistor that have been used in past systems [5,
6, 8], as the required performance cannot be obtained with
a phototransistor because of the effects of rise/decay time.
The receiver unit is shown in Fig. 5 (b)-(1). When using
the photodiode it is possible to obtain the required performance but the output current is very low. Therefore, we
designed and implemented a receiver circuit that has a transimpedance amplifier by using op-amps.
Vibration unit
The vibration unit on the device is
shown in Fig. 5 (b)-(2). We chose linear resonant actuator
(LRA) for providing vibrotactile sensation. The LRA’ s response is about 20 ms, which is shorter than that of eccentric
rotating mass (170 ms) [8]. We chose the LD14-002 (Nidec
Copal) as the LRA vibration unit, and bipolar driving as
the driving method. As the resonance frequency of LD14002 is 150 Hz, we set 150 Hz as the frequency of the driving
circuit. The frequency of the vibration targets at the FA-II
type receptor.
Controller unit
The controller unit on the device is
shown in Fig. 5 (b)-(3). We use the Nucleo STM32F303
(STMicroelectronics) as the main microcontroller, and the
power is supplied by a 3.3 V voltage regulator in the circuit.
We use a one-cell LiPo battery as the main battery.

2.3

Latency evaluation

The latency of our proposed tactile feedback system is the
duration from the time when a user’ s shadow is placed inside a structured light area to the time when a photoreactive
device performs vibration. This latency (denoted as Tlate ) is
the sum of three time periods; the amount of time to receive
PVLC data, the waiting time for obtaining the synchronization signal, and the amount of time to perform vibration by
LRA, denoted by Trecv , Twait , and Tvib , respectively. Tvib
is estimated to be 20 ms from the previous study [8].
As we design two types of data structure, with and without coordinate data, there are two types of latency. For the
structure with coordinate data, Tlate becomes
Tlate = Trecv +Twait +Tvib = 4.66+13.33+20.0 = 38.0, (1)
and for the one without coordinate data,
Tlate = 1.33 + 6.66 + 20.0 = 28.0,

(2)

in both equations the unit is milliseconds. The derivation
of the expression for Trecv and Twait are provided in the
Appendix.
Experimental setup We projected the sample static image with embedded data by using the RPVLC projector,
and we received signals by using the photoreactive tactile
display. The entire image is embedded by the data for the
tactile display, and is switched on in the area marked as on,
and switched off otherwise. We used a desktop PC for observing the HDMI output, and connected both the RPVLC
projector and the PC monitor for checking the encoded image. The resolution of PC monitor for HDMI output is configured as SXGA. The refresh frame rate is 75 Hz, and the
resolution of the DMD is XGA.
We attached an acceleration sensor (KXR94-2050, Kionix)
to the display for detecting vibration. The threshold of acceleration difference rate for detecting vibration is set to one
G-force. We placed the photoreactive tactile display and the

Table 1: Measured values of Trecv and Tvib
With coordinate data

Trecv [ms]
4.287

Without coordinate data

1.083

Tvib [ms]
12.66

sensation, and we performed the experiment for its evaluation. Experimental results revealed that this latency has
little effect on the sensing of tactile sensation of the shadow.
We also introduced a basic application of the proposed system named Pecking by Shadow.
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Figure 6: Pecking by Shadow, the application of
Sensible Shadow; (a) and (b) are situations when
a shadow is big, and (c) and (d) are situations when
the shadow is small; a user can feel tactile sensation
in (b) and (d).
acceleration sensor at each on and off areas on a screen and
measured Trecv and Tvib .
Results The measurement was carried out 100 times at
each of the boundary of the area, and we calculated the average values. The measured values of Trecv and Tvib are
shown in Table. 1. The actual values of Trecv are close to
the theoretical values calculated in Eqs. (1) and (2). The
measured values are slightly shorter than expected, and this
is due to the limitation in measuring the actual rising point
of the received signal and the starting point of a microcontroller’ s internal timer. The actual values of Tvib is shorter
than the estimated value, and this ought to be a new knowledge about the response of LRA. The latency between visual
shadow and vibration can be less than 40 ms in any case,
and this latency would have little effect for users [11].

2.4 Application
Fig. 6 shows the application of the Sensible Shadow system, that we call Pecking by Shadow. In this application,
the user can feel a moment of touching a non-substantial
matter by his or her shadow. When the user who wears
the photoreactive tactile display pecks an animated ghost
image by his or her shadow, an impact shock will arise by
the tactile display. This animated image and its background
image are projected by the RPVLC projector, and the data
containing tactile sensation is embedded in the area of the
ghost image. The shadow of the user is big in Fig. 6 (a) and
small in Fig. 6 (b). It shows that the user can easily change
the size of shadow by adjusting the distance.

3. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed Sensible Shadow, a new shadow
interface system for imparting touch sensitive to a shadow
by providing tactile feedback by using an RPVLC projector
and a fast photoreactive tactile display. We mainly evaluated the latency between the visual shadow and the tactile

Both Trecv and Twait depend on the time that the receiver spends
for receiving a signal of a binary frame (denoted as Tbf ). As the
reception during PVLC starts with the synchronization block and
ends at the end of the data block, Trecv can be written as Trecv =
Tbf × (NS + ND ), where NS is the number of synchronization
frames and ND is that of data frames.
Twait can be estimated as in the worst case, receiving starts
just after the start of the synchronization block, and the best
case requires no waiting. Thus, we obtain the inequality equation,
0 ≤ Twait < Tbf ×(NS +ND +NL )×n, where NL is the number of
luminance adjustment frames, and n is the cycle of containing the
data for tactile sensation; if every data block contains the data,
n is one, and n is two for every two data blocks. The expectation
of Twait becomes the average between the values obtained in the
best and worst cases, namely, E(Twait ) = (0 + Twait worst )/2.
Tbf can be calculated as Tbf = 1/(F rpc × Nbf ), where F rpc is
the refresh frame rate of encoded images, and Nbf is the number
of binary frames in each encoded image.
In the structure that has coordinate data, NS is 1, ND is 13,
NL is 26, and n is 2. In the structure without coordinate data,
NS is 1, ND is 3, NL is 36, and n is 1. By substituting these
values in the above equations, we can derive Eqs. (1) and (2).
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